Neck discomfort of wheelchair users: effect of neck position.
To test the hypothesis that wheelchair users experience more discomfort when holding their necks in extended and/or rotated positions than when in their self-selected most comfortable positions (MCPs). We studied 20 wheelchair users, first determining their MCPs with the eyes closed. Then, subjects assumed and maintained (for 5 min each) four neck positions in random order: level (L) and elevated (E), both straight ahead of the subject (S) and with the neck rotated (R). We measured neck extension angles (from digital photographs) and neck discomfort (using visual analogue scales [VAS], in %). The mean neck-extension angles were MCP - 2.6 degrees, LS 9.5 degrees, LR 8.1 degrees, ES 23.9 degrees and ER 25.4 degrees (ANOVA p < 0.0001). The mean VAS neck discomfort scores were LS 5.7%, LR 17.4%, ES 24.0% and ER 34.1% (ANOVA p < 0.0001). Sustained extension and rotation of the neck, alone or in combination, increase the neck discomfort of wheelchair users. The MCP for most wheelchair users is straight ahead with the neck slightly flexed, about 11 degrees and 27 degrees more flexed, respectively, than when looking at an average-height sitting or standing person. These findings have implications for wheelchair design, the behaviour of clinicians and wheelchair users, and the built environment.